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CAPEN HOUSE EVALUATION AND REPAIRS
By Jan Jansen

In 2001 the consultant firm of Finch and Rose of Beverly surveyed

the condition of the Capen House to determine as fully as possible

how much of the present building dates from the 1 1
^^
century

,
and

what changes were made by George Francis Dow in the 1913

restoration. A very detailed report was presented to the Society by

William R. Finch, dated April 1, 2002, with many photos

supporting his findings. The report also recommended repairs that

should be made. In a report dated October 26, 2005 Norman Isler

reviewed the work that was done in fulfilling the recommendations

of the Finch and Rose report. Both reports are preserved in the

files of the Historical Society.

This article is a brief summary of both reports with extensive

quotes from each along with some of the photographs. The study

was funded by a matching grant from the Essex National Heritage

Commission. The restoration and repair work was funded by

grants from the General Electric Employees Good Neighbor Fund,

The Stevens Foundation, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,

the Historical Society’s resources, and particularly many

contributions from Topsfield people and businesses.

An appendix to the Finch report reviews ownership and occupancy

details and all the work done to the Capen House for which records

are available since its original construction. The chronology

follows.

CHRONOLOGY OF IMPORTANT DATES, DOCUMENTS,
AND RECENT REPAIR RECORDS

1683 Initial construction by Rev. Joseph Capen

1725 House passes to Capen’s son Nathaniel Capen; no inventory

has been found.
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1748 Nathaniel Capen dies in March; Inventory and Will of

Nathaniel Capen.

1747-58 Series of transactions: in 1747 before the death of

Nathaniel Capen half interest in the house is sold to a John Baker

of Boxford, with the other passing to Baker on Capen's death in

1748. After a complex series of transactions the entire house

eventually passes to John Emerson. Emerson did not live in the

house, but it has been conjectured that his daughter and her

husband John Baker may have occupied it.

1725-61 Major renovation of house: first period casement

windows replaced with wood sash, walls sheathed and rec-

lapboarded. Date range is conjectural based on changes of

occupancy.

1774 Thomas Emerson inherits house and property from his

father John Emerson but did not live in it based on recollections by

Rev. Wm. Bentley in 1814.

1798 Emerson's property is listed in the Direct tax of 1798, but

it is not clear if any of the listed buildings is the Parson Capen

House.

1813 Emerson's sons Joseph and William inherit the house and

property. Dow speculates the house was used to house hired farm

hands.

1814 Rev. William Bentley of Salem visits Topsfield and

describes the house in his diary as "nearly in its primitive state & is

the place to receive the families of the men who labor on the lands

around, Mr. Emerson keeping 600 acres in cultivation & use

around him. Mr. Capen's house is of two stories with jutting

second stories & a very sharp & high roof. The beams & joists are

naked within but the floor timbers are less than usual at that time

of building."
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1835-86 House and property passes to Harriet Josephine

Emerson Holmes and husband Charles H. Holmes. With some title

complications it remains with Holmes until his death in 1886 in

Maine. Holmes lived in the adjacent Averill House (then

parsonage) until his wife's death in 1849 and again in the 1880's.

Whether he ever lived in the Capen House is not known. During

the later part of this period the house was rented by Holmes to a

Mrs. Alonzo Kneeland (see 1894 entry).

1835 -86 At some time during this period substantial renovations

occur at the house including much replastering on circular sawn

lath, the installation of ceilings on the underside of the joists, the

finishing of the two attic rooms and the introduction of 6/6 sash in

the 1
8^^ century openings.

The Capen House in early 1880s. The lean-to shack served as a vestibule

for the 18^'' century west entry door. The arrow points to defective flashing

and roofing at its junction to the gable wall were likely the cause of the

extensive decay in the east girt still visible in the Hall.
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The Capen House a few years later. The arrow points to the one surviving

gable bracket that is still present in the west facade. The windows have 19***

century 6/6 sash in them. The house had been occupied by tenants for over

100 years at the time of this photo.

1886-1913 Ownership of the house is cloudy.

1894 Description of the house and drawing of exterior in

Essex County Mercury Weekly Salem Gazette. Article states house

has been occupied by Mrs. Alonzo Kneeland for the past 40 years

(since c.1854) and describes the house as having three rooms

within each of the original two first floor rooms, six rooms on the

second floor “finished in modem style” and two finished rooms in

the attic.

1913 House acquired by Topsfield Historical Society and

restored by George Francis Dow. William Sumner Appleton visits

the house on October 5 and 13, 1913 taking photographs and

making a few written notes of the work in progress. Photographs

and a few pages of correspondence are in the SPNEA Archives.
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The Capen House shortly after the restoration. The clapboards and trim

were left to weather naturally, and did not receive any opaque finishes until

the current treatment of dark brown stain was initiated in the 1970s.

1914 March 9 letter from Dow to Appleton responding to

questions as to the evidence for the drops and brackets, the water

table, and ehimney. Mareh 14 letter of Appleton to arehiteet W.D.

Austin of 50 Bromfield Street, Boston regarding the ineomplete

state of measured drawings of the house that Austin was preparing

showing the house frame. These drawings have never been located

unless they became the ones eventually done by Donald Millar.

1916 Drawings of the house as restored by Dow were

published in a portfolio titled Measured Drawings of Some

Colonial and Georgian Houses by Donald Millar, the Arehitectural

Book Publishing Company, New York City. All other drawings of

the house derive from these, including the Historic American

Building Society drawings. The set of blueprints of Millar's

drawings owned by the HABS has a substantial error in the width

of the ehimney bay as drawn. The published drawings are correet.
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1 920 Article by Donald Millar on the Restoration of the Capen

House published in Old-Time New England, the journal of

SPNEA. The same article was also published in the Architeetural

Reeord.

1 924 Reproduetions of the hall and stair hall construeted as

period rooms in the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art’s

Ameriean Wing with assistanee by Dow.

1935 Publication of Everyday Life in the Massachusetts Bay
Colony by Dow, whieh ineluded photographs of the restored

Capen House.

1935-7 Photographs of the exterior taken for the Historie

Ameriean Building Survey.

1936 Death of George Francis Dow

1938 One page of a 3 page letter to Miss Susan Hoke
Eisenhart from William Sumner Appleton regarding the Capen

House questioning the eoneept elosing in the front over- hang with

a board, and diseussing the laek of evidenee for Dow's window
restoration beyond perhaps a single casement sash at the Essex

Institute with reetangular lights.

1946 Unspeeified "repairs" for $65.75 by E. M. Dow (G. F.

Dow’s brother who was a local contractor )

1 947 Work to oil burner and pumping out eellar.

1 950 Shingle and elapboard work for $800 by E.M. Dow; paint

and whitewashing work by Elmer Foye.
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The Capen House in 1936 after it had weathered for 23 years without paint.

The rear shed was replaced in 1974. The furnace chimney, a tall brick

stack, was reduced in height in 1999 and covered by clapboards. It was
taken down some years later when the Capen House furnace was removed
as recommended by Finch.

1958-59 Estimates for repairs to house including new roof with

cedar shakes rather than shingles, west basement framing,

regrading north wall, renailing loose clapboards, and repairs to rear

shed. It is not clear how much was actually done such as the roof.

Architect Jack Peirce was involved. $817.16 spent.

1960 Work rebuilding the rear shed possibly including staining

of house; $539.46.

1964 Major renovation of second floor caretaker's apartment.

Specifications and set of plans were drawn by Jack Peirce showing

second floor before and after the work. Specs also called for some

other work including capping chimney with copper, applying Dow
silicone to it and the first floor fireplace bricks. Some of the

specified work does not appear to have been done.
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1962 Report of the House Committee that “there were

indications of some settling in a section of the house foundation”

that was to receive further investigation.

1 964 May 22 report on condition of house from restoration

contract of Philip W. Baker of Antrim N.H. (related to Roy Baker)

included recommendation to replace the east sill. There is no

indication Baker was hired to do the recommended work.

1971 Repairs by John Lebel of Danvers to parge interior of

chimney flues to 2nd floor ceiling, parge exterior in attic and

remove cooper cap installed in 1964 including state of 2nd floor

fire boxes reported in Jack Peirce memo.

1 974 Plans and specifications by Jack Peirce for rebuilding rear

shed with work done by Contractor William A. Berry and Son of

Danvers.

1975 Massachusetts Historical Commission grant for repairs,

clapboard replacement and painting to exterior, and replacement of

furnace to specifications by SPNEA Consulting Services architect

David Hart.

1979 Fumigation for powder post beetles by a Mr. Hogan for

Replacing

the Capen
House
roof
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1 998 Re-roofmg of house with red eedar shakes by Aaron

Sturgis of Eliot, Maine. The tall brick furnace chimney was

replaced by a shorter steel stack encased with plywood and clap-

boards.

The Finch and Rose report is a lengthy document of 45 pages. It

goes into great detail on the condition of the Capen House and an

evaluation of what is left of the 17^*^ century house along with an

evaluation of the restoration by George Francis Dow in 1913. The

report also suggests what the Society might do to increase its

conformity to 17^^ century norms and to improve its museum-like

qualities to better serve as a teaching tool. Summarizing the study

goes beyond the scope of this presentation, rather the reader is

advised to study the Finch and Rose report itself instead. The final

section of the report is worth reproducing in its entirety however.

“SIGNIFICANCE AND INTERPRETATION ISSUES”

This study has confirmed that much of Dow’s 1913 restoration is

by today's standards of scholarship highly inaccurate and dated.

Dow was concerned equally with providing an effective stage set

for his concepts about 17th century life, and with preserving actual

17th century historic fabric. Where the fabric was missing or

inscrutable, he apparently had no problem inventing it to create the

desired overall effect. Today we are biased towards the

preservation of historic fabric and recreating missing features only

when we believe there is sound evidence based on a building

archeology approach and accurate documentation.

Dow’s restoration of the Capen House effectively preserved the

essential first period components of the house that had survived up

to 1913 such as the exposed frame of the ceilings and walls, the

bracket on the west gable, and the clay insulation below the parlor

floor. The other brackets and drops restored on the exterior are

based on reasonably sound evidence. Without his efforts the house

probably would not have even survived at all.
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On the other hand, in the spaces that are restored, he removed all

materials that were not obviously from the first period without

recording them, and provided new finishes such as the ubiquitous

unpainted feather edged sheathing that is not remotely accurate to

the 17th century but created the atmosphere he sought. The

windows are an adaptation of 17th century glazing applied to the

18th century openings and the application of clapboards and trim

generally follows 18th century practice rather than the 17th

century. The restored features are in some cases, such as the

sheathing, identical to his restoration two years earlier of the John

Ward House at the Essex Institute, and he used many of the same

contractors in both restorations.

In Dow’s time, both the Ward House and the Capen House were

widely publicized as outstanding and perfect examples of

restoration to the 17th century. The Capen House hall and stair hall

were duplicated as period rooms in New York's Metropolitan

Museum of Art where they remained on display until the period

rooms displays were reinterpreted a few years ago. The house has

been featured as a primary example of the first period in most 20th

century architectural history texts. Photographs of the interior and

exterior by Samuel Chamberlain have popularized the image

created by Dow in many publications since the 1930's.

In evaluating the significance of the Parson Capen House and

determining appropriate future interpretation there are two distinct

themes. One is clearly the preserved first period fabric, such as the

frame along with the general exterior form of the house, which is

accurate to the 17th century. Considered by itself this fabric has a

high degree of integrity and warrants its status as one of the

primary surviving examples in the country.

The other theme is the restored features and overall effect of the

house created by Dow in 1913 as a primary example of Dow's

substantial influence on the early 20th century preservation

movement. Other than the application of paint on the exterior and
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the newer clapboards, the restored portions of the house remain

essentially as presented by Dow in 1913.

Most of the other houses restored by Dow are either in private

hands where they have undergone considerable further change, or

are owned by institutions that are not actively interpreting them. In

the case of the John Ward House, the Peabody-Essex Museum is

considering a major re-restoration of the building that would
substantially alter Dow's interpretation.

Most other first period Essex County houses that were restored as

museum structures in the early 20th century have been repeatedly

restored and reinterpreted so that they no longer convey their initial

“restored” image. Examples include the Whipple House in

Ipswich, the Balch House in Beverly, and the Claflin House in

Wenham, where the initial interpretations were substantially

changed by Roy Baker in the 1950's. In these cases further

reinterpretation to make their presentation more accurate in the

light of current scholarship would be justifiable as long as the

changes do not destroy significant early fabric.

In the case of the Capen House, any effort to reinterpret Dow's

“mistakes” will simply be another stage set based on our current

understanding of period typical features, because there is not

sufficient evidence in the house for a more accurate restoration of

most features. The limited aspects that could easily be redone with

more accuracy, such as the details of clapboard and trim

installation, will simply muddy the interpretive waters if a

significant part of what is being presented is Dow's interpretation.

It is therefore recommended that the Society's interpretation should

focus both on the actual first period frame, and on presenting the

restored aspects of the house as an intact example of Dow's vision

and the early 20th century attitude towards 17th century America.

The unrestored parlor chamber should be left largely as is and used

as gallery space. The hall chamber could be used as a study room
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by removing some of the plaster finishes to expose the unrestored

frame and ceiling and displaying interpretive panels about Dow’s

restoration and first period architecture. The current bathroom and

kitchen fixtures in the rear should be removed to get the plumbing

out of the museum portions of the house. These spaces could then

be reconfigured as a museum shop and storage area. On the

exterior, the underside of the overhang should be left open to

expose the framing, as Dow initially treated it. Although not

critical, it would be desirable to eventually restore the exterior to

Dow's original interpretation of unpainted, weathered oak clap-

boards and trim.

The 1913 restoration work included converting the upstairs rooms

in the house into a custodian’s apartment, and, over the years,

between 1914 and 1972, it was occupied by a series of custodians.

When the Town Library was expanded in 1972, however, the

Topsfield Room was eliminated to make room for additional

stacks. At that point all the artifacts were moved to the Capen

House into the space that had served as the custodian apartment.

Thus the kitchen/bath facilities and the heating system in the house

were no longer required. The Finch report recommended their

removal, which agrees with a tentative long standing goal of the

Society to convert the space into an area featuring Topsfield

history. Having an on-site custodian is nevertheless very desirable,

however, and some thought and preliminary thinking has been

directed towards building a separate studio apartment for such a

person(s). Since the Capen House is open only during the summer,

heating is unnecessary, and, for many other reasons, better

eliminated.

The findings and recommendations of the Finch and Rose

consulting firm were implemented soon after their report was
released. It began with a fund raising campaign after cost

estimates for the several projects had been assembled. The
original cost estimate, made in June 2003, came to $43,786. After

a few details of the project were either eliminated or paired back.
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the final estimate came to $30,650. The reductions involved
extensive use of materials on hand and the use of volunteer labor

(mostly Norman Isler and William Whiting) in place of contract

labor for certain tasks. The actual cost came to about $23,000. not

counting the cost of removing the kitchen/bath facilities and the

heating system, or any major changes in the design of the upstairs

rooms. As stated, the funding came from several foundations, and
businesses and people of Topsfield.

The report by Norman Isler describes in detail the repairs that were
made in response to the Finch recommendations. The following is

a brief summary of the work that was done.

1. WINDOWS A number of window
replacement of the bottom member due

to squirrel damage from chewing and

some second floor trim boards were

weathered beyond repair. Squirrels got

into the building either by way of the

chimney or through unintended left

open windows. They then chewed

window frames in an effort to escape.

sashes required repair or

Window trim removed

2. CLAPBOARDS AND TRIM Clapboard siding replacement

fell into two categories: One, replacement because of clapboards

being removed to gain structural repair access that were

consequentially not reusable; and two, selective clapboard

replacement due to their severely weathered condition. Inspection

of the house's siding disclosed at least three different types had

been used at different periods. Hand split white oak appears to

have been Dow's choice and is characterized by short lengths of 5

to 6 feet, scarfed joints and rough surface finish. Machined cedar

clapboards were also found, characterized by longer lengths,

smooth finish and butt joints. A third type was pine, similar to the

cedar.
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Attempts were made with cedar clapboards to produce the surface

texture of the white oak variety by rough sanding, propane

torching, steam and a special file but none of these techniques

proved satisfactory. White oak clapboards had always been felt to

be the best replacement choice and finally a mill in Maine was

located that had a white oak log about six feet long and a foot in

diameter that was radially sawn to produce about 550 linear feet of

clapboard, sufficient to cover both replacement categories. The

surface was rough sanded to remove the circular saw marks and

the ends scarfed. The accompanying photo shows one location

where the siding was replaced. It is recommended that any future

siding replacement be made with the white oak variety.

Replaced siding on east side following structural repairs

The fragile condition of the house became evident while replacing

the clapboards. The initial plan was to replace all the clapboards

having butt ends with ones having scarfed ends as well as

replacing those having a smooth finish. A decision was made,

however, to minimize the extent of the replacement due to the

fragile nature of the house. This over-ruled the desire to have the

house more closely resemble the appearance supposedly desired by

Dow; namely to have short white oak clapboards with scarfed

ends.
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The initial plan to restain the entire house was reconsidered in light

of limited clapboard replacement and the fact that the newly
stained boards closely matched the existing stain.

3. CHIMNEY REBUILDING The chimney was in poor

condition with spalled bricks and mortar that was incompatible

with the bricks. Pieces of both brick and mortar were failing off

with some landing on the front door entranceway creating a

personnel hazard. The chimney had clearly deteriorated beyond its

useful life and was in need of complete replacement from the roof

line up. In addition, flue dampers, which had been installed about

ten years ago, had been sized much smaller than the flue openings

by the installer, thus causing poor draft in what had previously

been properly drawing flues.

Against this background, a search was made to locate a mason
contractor experienced in Colonial era masonry. At the suggestion

of Aaron Sturgis, Rod Bishop, a mason from Connecticut

experienced in early American masonry, was invited to inspect the

chimney and subsequently hired to totally replace the chimney

from just below the roof line up. Precautions were taken to prevent

the possibility of roof damage from both the removal of the old

chimney and construction of the new chimney. We show a photo

of the scaffolding along with a picture of the finished chimney.

Morin Restoration brick was chosen as being the closest available

to the existing brick in size, color and texture. Lime based mortar

was used which was both historically appropriate and compatible

with the chosen brick. As the old masonry was removed two

additional flues were uncovered, one at either end of the chimney.

They had been covered with copper plates. This confirmed what

had long been suspected: that in 1913 when Dow installed the

steam radiator heating system, he walled off the two upstairs

fireplaces. As part of the restoration effort these two flues were

again sealed with copper plates. Flue dampers were installed in the

working flues that were properly sized and they now draw as was
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intended by the original builders. The dampers are operated by

stainless steel cables running down the flues into the fireplaces.

The new flue linings were mated with the existing linings so that

the joints are virtually invisible.

Chimney scaffolding The finished chimney

4. SITE DRAINAGE Although the Capen House is located near

the top of a knoll, there is a rise in the terrain at the rear of the

property which allows surface water to drain towards the rear of

the house, leading to dampness in both cellar holes which can then

infiltrate the rest of the house. In addition, there was no gravel All

next to the rear sill so that moisture tended to be retained by the

soil thus adding to the problem. Since the house has no gutters any

rain or snow falling on the rear roof would ultimately collect in this

area with no runoff, thus adding to the moisture problem. At the

furnace chimney foundation, a low pocket existed which tended to

hold surface water, which had rotted out the water table board on

both sides of the chimney with the rot extending into the sill beam.

To correct this long standing drainage problem two French drains

were installed as shown in the following sketch by Norman Isler.

Prior to beginning work, several test holes were dug to verify the

location of the underground power and telephone cables that had

been installed years ago to eliminate the unsightly and

inappropriate overhead cables then being used. The left drain’s
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depth was dictated by these cables' depth at the left rear corner of

the house. Both drains began with two catch basins installed at the

location of roof runoff from the valleys on either side of the library

stairwell. Four inch diameter perforated PVC pipe was then laid in

one foot deep by two feet wide trenches dug along the house rear

wall which were then lined with heavy duty plastic sheeting and

back filled with 3/4inch double washed gravel. Regular PVC pipe

was then used to lead out to the ground surface, one towards

Howlett Street and the other alongside the herb garden fence.

Upon the consultant's recommendation, all water containing

systems in the house were removed as a precaution against

potential water damage to either the house or its contents. Indeed,

sometime ago a water line leading up to the second floor in the

right gable end of the house did freeze and burst, thus attesting to

the validity of the recommendation. The condition was fortunately

discovered before any significant damage occurred.

5. BASEMENT DAMPNESS To carry out the consultant's

recommendation the furnace, oil burner, oil tank, steam radiators,

kitchen and bathroom sinks, toilet and all associated piping were

removed. Heating pipe holes in the second floor were plugged.

The water supply was turned off by the Topsfield Water

Department at the junction of the house branch line with the 4 inch
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main coming in from Howlett Street to the Gould Bam. The water

meter was also removed by the department.

Plaster damage in the second floor display room which was likely

caused by dampness was repaired and the room repainted.

Basement debris was removed to a dumpster which was also used

for old briek and mortar from the replaced ehimney.

High levels of humidity existed in the cellar holes, particularly the

left hole which had a dirt floor. Scattered debris was also present in

the left cellar thus adding to the problem. The debris was removed

and a decision made to pour a concrete floor over a plastic

moisture barrier to eliminate the dirt floor as a moisture source. It

was recognized that the pouring would alter the original fabric of

the cellar hole. However, it was felt that, on balance, it was a better

approach than to leave moisture bearing soil in plaee.

On very humid summer days beads of moisture still formed on the

cellar first floor beams and floor board underside, even after

pouring the concrete floor. A large capacity dehumidifier was

purchased and installed in the left cellar. The dehumidifier had its

own pump whose discharge was routed outside through the oil tank

fill pipe hole left in the foundation when the tank was removed. A
significant reduction in humidity immediately occurred. However,

no improvement in the right cellar hole was seen even though both

cellars are conneeted by a small air space. As a result, a second

dehumidifier identical to the first was purchased for the right eellar

with its discharge routed through the bulkhead. The humidity in

both cellar holes can now be controlled. However, both maehines

must be drained and turned off in the Fall and this task should be

added to the house maintenance list. Inspection of both basements

since these improvements has shown them to be much dryer than

before.

6. STRUCTURAL DAMAGE As noted in the consultant's report,

the overhanging front girt above the kitchen summer beam was
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deeply rotted. The framework above the right side kitchen door

also had been damaged by insect activity. In addition, the right rear

water table was rotted due to poor drainage near the rear furnace

chimney. The front door threshold was cracked and the sill area

underneath was partially rotted. These particular areas were

selected for immediate attention with the other areas such as

moderate sagging of attic purlins put on watch for signs of new
movement or deterioration.

Examples of damage found in the Capen House

Aaron Sturgis visited the site and prepared a cost estimate for the

front girt and right side area above the kitchen door. Following an

on-site review he was selected as having demonstrated expertise,

reasonable cost and good reliability in working with old, fragile

structures such as the Capen House. New white oak timbers were

spliced into existing areas of the frame after the rotted areas had

been chiseled out. The front door sill was treated with preservative

and a new threshold fabricated.

7. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM UPDATE Although not included in

the consultant's report the electrical system was found to be in

serious need of updating and verification that no safety issues

existed for either the house or personnel. Upon inspection no

outlets were available in the left cellar and exposed wires were

found.

Outlets were added in both cellars with dedicated circuits in

anticipation of adding dehumidifiers. All outlets were tested for
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grounding and polarity and each branch circuit megger checked for

5000 ohms. The fused panel was checked for proper fuse sizes and

the grounding electrode reconnected.

SUMMARY

As a result of the Finch and Rose study, the Historical Society has

gained a much better understanding of the Capen House. The

study clarified how much of the building dates from the 17^^

century as well as the physical condition of the house in 2002.

Finch found several areas where the George Francis Dow
restoration of 1913 departed from the original design in favor of

what Dow liked to see in a 17^^ century house. Nevertheless, but

for Dow’s work, the house might not have survived to this day.

Finally, President Norman Isler acted promptly to repair the

damaged areas uncovered by Finch, first by organizing a fund

raising campaign, secondly by lining up contractors to do the

major repair work, and finally by personally accomplishing many
tasks with the aid of very few volunteers.


